Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) has been a mainstay of the both the Internet and corporate networks for delivering network packets to the desired destination. However, rapid proliferation of network appliances, evolution of corporate networks, and the expanding Internet has begun to stress the limitations of the protocol. Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is the replacement protocol that overcomes the constraints of IPv4. IPv6 deployment in government network backbones has been mandated to occur by 2008. This paper explores the readiness of the Sandia National Laboratories' network backbone to support IPv6, the issues that must be addressed before a deployment begins, and recommends the next steps to take to comply with government mandates.
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Introduction
The Internet Protocol suite is the network protocol of choice for Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) corporate computer networks. This protocol suite and its foundation protocol IP version 4 (IPv4) emerged from early government funded research networks. The growth of the Internet has led to the need to modify and evolve IPv4. The intent of the paper is twofold. The first is to highlight the emergence of Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) in the network environment, and the second is to point out the issues that we need to resolve to successfully deploy IPv6 at SNL.
SNL's expanding networking requirements as well as outside forces require that we evaluate and prepared to deploy IPv6 in the corporate networks. In particular, the United States Government Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has mandated that all government agencies and government contractors deploy IPv6 by June 2008. That means that SNL corporate networking environments and the WAN and LAN that makeup the ASC computing environment should be IPv6 capable by June 2008. To verify that the networks are indeed IPv6 capable, we deployed some subset of network hosts and services to demonstrate an installed and operational capability.
In anticipation of an eventual IPv6 deployment, Sandia National Laboratories obtained an IPv6 prefix from ESnet, our Internet Service Provider on November 13, 2003. The team used this prefix (2001:400:4410::/48), which is 48 bits long, in the work that this paper describes.
We provide in this paper information regarding the IPv6 readiness of the SNL's network infrastructure and highlight decisions that SNL needs to make to support IPv6 in the corporate infrastructure. Further, we recommend the next steps to provide IPv6 capability at the enterprise level. We hope that the information provided in this paper allows SNL to determine a measured response to this mandate. This response needs to be one that is appropriate to the current state of IPv6 technology, fulfills the spirit of the mandate, and provides real benefit to the enterprise. The resource requirements identified in this paper pertain to SNL/NM only. Resources required for SNL/CA will have to be determined independently
Background
Internet protocol version 4 (IPv4) has served the networking community well for over 20 years delivering network packets to the desired destination. However, the limitations of IPv4 have become apparent as both the Internet and enterprise networking have grown explosively (see "The Evolution of the Internet and IPv6", Geoff Huston). The rapid growth of the Internet in the 1990's is quickly depleting the available IPv4 address pool. To obtain more addresses, you need more bits, which means a longer IP address, which means a new architecture, which means changes to all of the routing software. In essence, this means a revision in the underlying elements of the network. After examining a number of proposals, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) settled on IPv6, recommended in January 1995 in RFC 1752. Over time, industry and developers have slowly been adding IPv6 functionality to their equipment and software.
The need for more IP addresses has been the compelling reason for the adoption of IPv6. In the public sector, the Internet has spawned the development of numerous applications and devices, such as telephony appliances, PDA, monitoring systems to name a few, that require network connectivity. The utility and value of the Internet has also prompted many more people to connect to it.
While there may be alternative technical solutions, such as NAT (Network Address Translation), to the address space problem, they don't work easily to allow this grow of new enhanced applications and services, and innovation. Furthermore, these alternative techniques make the Internet, the applications and the devices more complex resulting in higher costs. IPv6 can in the medium to long-term time frame make every IP device cheaper and more functional.
The primary design goal of IPv6 was to increase the address space. However, the protocol designers also took the version development as an opportunity to make other improvements to the protocol. The design of IPv6 included new benefits such as:
• Expanded addressing capabilities. IPv6 has 128 bits of addresses space versus 32 bits of address space for IPv4.
• Server-less auto-configuration ("plug-n-play") and reconfiguration.
Reference stateless IPv6 addressing below • More efficient and robust mobility mechanisms.
• End-to-end security, with built-in, strong IP-layer encryption and authentication.
IPv6 includes support for security, such as information encryption and the authentication of the source of this information in its specifications.
• Streamlined header format and flow identification.
• To provide better real time traffic support, IPv6 includes flow labels in its specifications.
Real time applications might include video conferencing and IP telephony. Enhanced support for multicast and QoS. By means of flow labeling, routers can recognize the end-to-end flow to which transmitted packets belong and provide them a different level of service.
• Extensibility: Improved support for options and extensions.
From the literature, it appears that there are technical and economic advantages in moving from IPv4 to IPv6. However, there is also a concern about the cost impacts and timing for the transition from IPv4 to IPv6. The generally accepted view is that a quick, forced move to IPv6 will be much more costly and disruptive than a more gradual evolutionary change. During the normal operation of a communication network, operations staffs constantly upgrade, grow, and replace equipment and software. The design of IPv6 took this consideration into account. IPv6 and IPv4 can easily coexist within the network.
Government mandates compel Sandia National Laboratories to prepare to use IPv6 in its networks. However, this is not the only reason to use IPv6. IPv6 provides some technical benefits that may provide SNL with programmatic benefits and opportunities to operate more efficiently. As IPv6 becomes more embedded in the operation of the Internet and customer Intranets, SNL will have to react to maintain long term inter-operability with these networks. Over time, SNL's network organizations will begin to receive customer requests for IPv6 capability. Customers will also introduce IPv6 components into the network knowingly and in some cases unknowingly. New versions of operating system will increasing include IPv6 as the default network stack running concurrently with an IPv4 stack. If SNL does not prepare for these network changes, the changes may introduce operational and security weaknesses to the network.
OMB directive
In response to The President's "National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace" (National Strategy) the U.S. Department of Commerce created a task force to examine the IPv6 technology. The President charged the task force with considering a variety of IPv6-related issues, "including the appropriate role of government, international interoperability, security in transition, and costs and benefits." The task force produced a report 1 that describes IPv6 and its benefits and costs. A large section of the report deals with the role of the government in promoting IPv6 as a driver of business investment. It appears that the results of this task force contributed to the formation of an Office of Management and Budget directive that the government use IPv6 in its computer networks.
In the second half of 2005, the OMB issued a directive that government agencies must begin preparing for and using IPv6. The OMB directive outlines steps that agencies must take to comply. In response to this directive, the DOE has begun to take steps to implement the directive. In particular, the DOE has issued a procurement, Acquisition Regulation 2 letter that outlines requirements for information technology purchases to be IPv6 compliant. Part of this letter is language for a model contract that needs to be included in procurement contracts. Following the guidance in this OMB memorandum 3 , agencies must take the following actions by:
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• Assign an official to lead and coordinate agency planning, • Complete an inventory of existing routers, switches, and hardware firewalls; • Begin an inventory of all other existing IP compliant devices and technologies not captured in the first inventory; and
• Begin impact analysis to determine fiscal and operational impacts and risks of migrating to IPv6.
February 2006
• Using the guidance issued by Chief Information Officers Council Architecture and Infrastructure Committee, address your agency's IPv6 transition plan and provide the completed IPv6 transition plan as part of the agency's Enterprise Architecture (EA) submission to OMB.
• Provide a progress report on the inventory and impact analysis, as part of the agency's Enterprise Architecture (EA) submission to OMB. Additional guidance on your agency's EA submission will be forthcoming.
June 30, 2006
• Complete inventory of existing IP compliant devices and technologies not captured in first inventory, and • Complete impact analysis of fiscal and operational impacts and risks.
June 30, 2008
• All agency infrastructures (network backbones) must be using IPv6 4 and agency networks must interface with this infrastructure. Agencies will include progress reports on meeting this target date as part of their EA transition strategy.
IPv6 Addressing Schema and Support Issues
SNL currently has five portable class B address blocks (132.175.0.0/16, 134.252.0.0/16, 134.253.0.0/16, 134.218.0.0/16, and 146.246.0.0/16) and several contiguous blocks of class C's (192.73.207.0/24, 196.208.220-223.0/24, and 205.137.80-95.0/24, etc) . The Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) management of this IPv4 environment was an effort that was initiated in the early 1990s. The current support infrastructure assumes a default standard class C addresses assignment (24bit netmask) drawn from the legacy class B blocks (16bit netmask). The current allocation practice permits only 256 subnets per class B block.
An IPv6 address is four times as large compared to IPv4 address, i.e. 128bits versus 32 bits and addresses are written using 32 hexadecimal digits arranged into 8 groups of four separated by colons. So the written form of IPv6 address could look like this at SNL:
2001:400:4410:0016:020d:56ff:fe77:52a3. Because of its length, an IPv6 address is much more difficult for the human mind to deal with than an IPv4 address. The actual address is composed of at least two parts; a prefix provided by the enterprise Internet Service Provider (ISP) and a suffix generated in a variety of ways by the enterprise. For instance it may actually contain three parts as illustrated. In this case, the parts are the global prefix assigned by the ISP, a subnet ID assigned by the enterprise, two special bytes (fffe), and interface ID (6 bytes) which is the interface MAC assigned by the manufacturer.
By design, the address structure is hierarchical so that routes can be summarized. To take advantage of IPv6, the SNL subnet assignment practice must be enhanced to provide address assignment capabilities as follows:
1. Using 128 bit addresses in nibble format. 2. Contain network prefix and netmask. 3. Track subnet address assignment out of the given address space to permit proper sizing to match actual machine count. 4. Support E64 subnet assignment scheme. 5. Support 65535 subnet assignments as a minimum (assuming a 16 bit Subnet ID). 6. Return a network matching the desired client numbers for efficient use of addresses.
The differences between IPv6 and IPv4 are in five major areas: addressing and routing, security, network address translation, administrative workload, and support for mobile devices. The following URL http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv6 provides a list of differences and new features introduced by IPv6. As IPv6 becomes more prevalent, the support staff will have to understand the differences and adjust SNL practices accordingly.
As an example of the management decisions that will have to be made before IPv6 is introduced into the SNL environment, we must consider automatic E64 address assignment for host systems. Most of the world considers automatic E64 address assignment to be one of the most significant new IPv6 capabilities because it replaces manual or DHCP address assignment processes. SNL will have to make a decision whether to use the automatic host E64 address generation or continue with address assignment using DHCP. If the E64 automatic addressing capability is used it will reduce the address configuration effort; however, it may make the tracking of network activity more difficult. Further details of the impact on DNS and DHCP operations are discussed below.
Even if SNL uses E64 automatic or stateless address assignment, client systems and network services must exchange additional information. This information includes domain membership and associated information such as DNS name server addresses. There is also a reverse information flow from the client to register/update DNS. Unfortunately, the methods for disseminating such information are still under debate which makes IPv6 deployment more difficult.
Other IPv6 address management issue to be aware of is that the current policy for IPv6 address assignment does not permit portable or provider independent IPv6 address space to end sites. The IPv6 address prefixes are "owned" by the Internet Service Providers (ISP). This means that both multi-homing and changing ISP are issues to consider. In the case of multi-homing, the end site is limited to using the same ISP since a different ISP would have to use a different IPv6 prefix assignment for the same site. In the second case, site that change ISP's would require renumbering all host IPv6 prefix to that assigned by the new ISP.
IPv6 Small Scale System Testing
Testing the IPv6 readiness of the enterprise network environment involves testing network elements, network services, and host systems. Using the current corporate IPv4 implementation as a guide, the small scale testing focused on network routers, DHCP network services, DNS, plus a small set of host applications. All of the testing reported in this document has taken place in our development laboratory with a very limited number of network elements and hosts.
Router Configuration Testing
Configuring network routers to support IPv6 is the most obvious requirement to provide IPv6 capability in network backbones. To become familiar with IPv6, we enabled it on two routers in the network development laboratory. Sandia currently deploys network equipment from two major vendors -Cisco and Foundry -in the open and restricted environments. The initial test involved Foundry MG8s populated with V6 blades. This configuration is typical of current generation, network routers from major vendors. Using these routers, we tested both E64 and non-E64 addressing schemes. We found the routers capable of implementing both address assignment and advertisement functions. The Linux client however would log error messages when it received a non-E64 advertisement. A move towards activating IPv6 would constitute three scenarios.
The first would be migrating to IOS 12.4, meaning potentially upgrading approximately 55 routers. An upgrade which could consist of software, a combination of additional memory + flash, supervisor+fan tray+ power supply, and additional replacement blades to address incompatibilities.
The second would be to implement the minimum IPv6 support by locating the appropriate IOS images from 12. 0S, 12.xT, 12.2S.12.2SB, 12.3, and 12.4 to match the existing equipment.
Additional hardware upgrades may still be necessary. Although this option may cost less in terms of hardware purchases it still involves replacing 31 routers (7507, 3725, 2501, 2507, 7140, 7206, 3640) and upgrading the flash on 16 Catalyst 6500 (reference spreadsheet in Appendices).
The last scenario is to replace the equipment with IPv6 capable systems as time and budget permits. It would be the lowest cost scenario; however, it runs into the probability of not meeting the June 2008 mandate.
We describe the full cost for scenarios one and two in detail later in this document.
DHCP Testing
DHCP is a network service that is a critical component for the current IPv4 infrastructure as it provides IPv4 addresses to requesting hosts automatically while providing configuration information such as the addresses of DNS servers and domain names. We entered the study of the IPv6 protocol with the expectation that DHCP would provide the same critical functions in this new environment. Indeed, there is an IETF document RFC 3315 that defines the DHCPv6 services. However, we have learned that one of the perceived strengths of the IPv6 protocol installation is the ability to assign addresses without coordinated server involvement (stateless auto-configuration), see RFC 2462. Even though we attempted to use other versions of DHCP client and server software, the Dibbler client and server software have proved to be the most useful on both Linux and Windows platforms. However, it should be noted that the technical community is not spending much time or effort on DHCP service for IPv6. The community seems to be favoring the use of other forms of automatic address assignment. Few system implementers seriously consider widely using manual IPv6 address assignment because of the length of and complexity of IPv6 addressing. If SNL does not use DHCP to assign IPv6 addresses, then it will have to identify how it will dynamically update the DNS servers. The interested reader can follow developments in this area through the IETF drafts.
DNS Testing
Testing the DNS service means ensuring that DNS implements the pertinent standards. With stateless IPv6 addressing, the very real concern is how to implement a trusted IPv6 dynamic DNS update process. Sandia's current usage of DHCP with IPv4 can be considered stateful, and since the current IPv4 DHCP servers are considered trusted servers, they are allowed to update the DNS servers providing real time, dynamic updates to address information. If dynamic IPv4 addresses are not used on a particular host then fixed IP addresses are used and entered into NWIS and the NWIS database is used as another authoritative source for SNL DNS.
In the IPv6 world things will get more complicated and several scenarios will have to be examined if dynamic DNS updates are to be provided. Assuming the IPv6 clients can be configured with DNS name server information using the IPv6 automatic configuration process, dynamic DNS server updates could be done by the host. However, this means that DNS servers would have to accept updates from all IPv6 clients and there would be no single trusted source for dynamic updates. Another solution to this problem might be to populate the NWIS database with host NIC addresses and use that information, along with IPv6 subnet and prefix information, to provide the IPv6 global addresses to the DNS servers. One of the difficulties of implementing this option is that a single IPv6 host WILL BE ASSIGNED multiple IPv6 addresses (see RFC3041, Privacy extension for stateless address auto configuration). Neither of these suggestions seems particularly attractive at this time, so, this complex issue will require more thought and broader exposure before we can identify a corporate solution.
However, having an IPv6 capable DNS server running is absolutely critical to system level tests. Without it application testing is almost impossible as illustrated in the next section. SNL's corporate DNS servers currently support IPv6; however, the servers implement neither the forward nor the reverse zones.
Application Testing
"IPv6 only" host application testing is very difficult to perform since end hosts typically implement both the IPv4 and IPv6 protocol stacks. However, we were able to disable IPv4 on some hosts to do some initial tests. A useful reference for examining IPv6 application issues is http://www.ipv6.org/v6-apps.html.
Testing applications against IPv6 reveals that most, tested to this point, work. In particular SSH to a host only accessible via an IPv6 address works from both Windows XP and Linux hosts. SCP also seems to work from Windows XP to the IPv6 test host. However, Linux SCP does not seem to work when given an IPv6 address as the program interprets ":" as a delimiter. The SCP -6 command option will let SCP use IPv6 but there is no way to use the address in place of the hostname; the syntax required appears to be "SCP -6 filename user@host2:filename". So in this case it was not possible to test SCPv6 without a functioning IPv6 capable DNS. Using IPv6 addresses instead of a host name is a burden and will lead to application difficulties. If we have a functional DNS server installed, some applications that cannot handle IPv6 addresses might work since hosts are referenced by name instead of address.
The reader is cautioned about reacting to strongly to application compatibility issues because the recommended method of phasing in IPv6 capabilities is through the "dual stack" approach discussed later in this paper. Suffice it to say this approach essentially eliminates all application compatibility issues.
IPv6 in the ASC WAN
Distance Computing (the former DisCom project) is a critical infrastructure aspect of the ASC program that makes resource sharing possible and allows users to utilize remote ASC resources as if they were local. The ASC WAN is currently in a transition phase moving from a point-topoint OC48 to a full ring at 10Gbps. As this new WAN will probably last five years, it has to be able to support IPv6. The ASC WAN is a currently envisioned as a private transit network with the Type 1 encryptors functioning as the demarcation point between the WAN and each of the laboratory internal networks. Therefore, there is a very limited set of network components that must be evaluated for IPv6 functionality. In particular, the systems of interest are the gateway routers at each laboratory site and the IP encryptors that form the demarcation point to each site. Initial evaluations indicate that the most problematic elements will be the encryptors. The routers are either IPv6 capable already or can be upgraded in a straightforward manner. The IP encryptors are scheduled to be upgraded to IPv6 capable within the year.
Status of ASC WAN IPv6 Readiness
After reviewing the available information for the network routers, we find that the Cisco and Marconi routers are capable of supporting IPv6 routing and addressing. However, the encryptors do not support IPv6 at the present. General Dynamics, the manufacturer of the IP encryptors being installed, expects to have IPv6 support as of 4Q2006. Actual testing of the IPv6 capabilities of the routers will have to wait until the new ASC WAN is completed and normal operations over this new network have become routine. Beginning a development effort to determine IPv6 capabilities while we are putting this new network into production would not be prudent.
Future events may make our initial evaluation inadequate. First, the initial evaluation of the ASC WAN assumed a simple configuration. The discussion as to whether the ASC WAN will remain a private transit zone is still underway. In addition, it is not clear where IPv6 addresses for this private network would be obtained. Currently there is no procedure to obtain a provider independent (PI) IPv6 address block from the American Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN). As long as the DisCom WAN remains isolated, the IPv6 addresses used can be a private address block.
Secondly, it is possible that the ASC WAN will be used for additional interconnections between the tri-lab sites, such as restricted environment interconnection. In this case our simple transit zone model is inadequate as routing information will have to be transferred between sites. This will make the IPv6 address and routing configurations much more complicated.
Unfortunately, these scenarios cannot be examined at this time. We do not have adequate equipment in the tri-lab development environments to perform the required tests and the production environment is inappropriate for this type of work.
Verifying ASC WAN IPv6 Capability
IPv6 verification tests for the ASC WAN depend on the assumptions made regarding the architecture and usage of the WAN. If the WAN remains a private transit zone with the IP encryptors forming the functional demarcation points, some simple tests will suffice to prove that the WAN backbone can support IPv6 traffic. Both black side (cipher text) and red side (clear text) tests should be run to validate IPv6 functionality.
First, hosts connected to the cipher text side of routers can be configured to pass IPv6 traffic to each other across the WAN. Black side test hosts are currently installed at each ASC WAN laboratory site and used to verify network performance. In addition, laboratory tests have shown that the Iperf test software, which has been used to test WAN performance, will accept IPv6 addresses and pass packets across an IPv6 infrastructure. Using the same tests we have used in the past will allow us to verify that IPv6 data streams are forwarded at the same performance levels as IPv4 streams. Successfully executing these stream tests will verify the IPv6 capabilities of the ASC WAN network routers.
Once the required IPv6 upgrades are made to the ASC WAN IP encryptors, we can test IPv6 encryptor performance in a test laboratory setting. This testing can be done relatively easily, but the defining tests must be run from one laboratory classified network to another. These tests will not be as straight forward as the black side or laboratory tests since we do not have access to IPv6 capable resources in the ASC high performance computing environments. Reconfiguring ASC valuable resources is not a viable testing scenario so we may not run full system tests for some time.
Implementing Ipv6 in the SNL Enterprise

SNL Environments
SNL enterprise computing primarily takes place in three separate realms, the open network (SON), the restricted network (SRN), and the classified network (SCN). Each of these environments has an identifiable network core comprised of a set of routers. The SCN is operated under a strict set of rules because of the need to process classified information. That network will not be modified to carry IPv6 until requirements warrant the lengthy process needed to change the network's basic operating practices. OMB dictates are insufficient reason to modify the SCN.
The SON SNL/NM on the other hand represents less than 10% of SNL network connectivity and a major redesign of the environment is not really beneficial to the laboratories. The SRN SNL/NM is where the SNL action is with approximately 20,000 connected systems. Implementing IPv6 in the SRN SNL/NM core should demonstrate compliance with the OMB directive. Unfortunately this will be more difficult than the ASC WAN implementation since, to be truly functional, some minimal set of IPv6 network services (DNS, DHCP?) will have to be installed.
Estimated Network Hardware Costs to Support IPv6 SNL/NM
In generating a cost estimate for supporting IPv6 only the SRN SNL/NM and the SON SNL/NM were considered as the Foundry routers in the SCN SNL/NM are already capable of supporting IPv6.
After examining the status of the routers currently deployed in the SNL/NM SON and SRN we can determine the hardware upgrades necessary to support IPv6. The upgrades fall into two groups; the Cisco 6500 routers which form the nucleus for routing in the two environments and the heterogeneous group of other Cisco routers which support special configurations such as remote links. By and large the 6500 systems can be upgraded while the others must be replaced. There are 31 routers in the heterogeneous group and 16 Cisco 6500 routers that SNL must upgrade or replace.
The SNL/NM SON and SRN together have at least 31 small routers that cannot be upgraded to support IPv6; they must be replaced. Replacing those units with a newer Cisco model such as the 3750 would cost an average of about $10,000 each. Therefore the total cost would be about $310,000.
For our Cisco 6500 routers we must upgrade to IOS 12.4. About two thirds of the Cisco 6500 routers, 16 are populated with SUP2 cards, and must be upgraded to support IPv6. There are two possibilities to consider with these units. First we could retain the SUP2 cards and simply upgrade memory which would allow us to claim that we support IPv6 albeit at a lower level of functionality than desired. Of course we would also be upgrading obsolete hardware. The cost of upgrading the memory is about $3,000 each for a total of $48,000.
The second alternative for the Cisco model 6500 routers would be to upgrade the routers to SUP720 cards. This would entail upgrading fan units, power supplies, and other ancillary equipment at a cost of about $50,000 each for a total of $800,000.
The following two scenarios allow us to calculate the likely network costs involved.
Scenario 1
• Upgrading 31 small routers to Cisco 3750 models at an average cost of $10,000 each would cost about $310,000
• Upgrading the memory on the 17 SUP2 based Cisco 6500 routers might cost about $3,000 each for a total cost of $48,000. Of course we would be upgrading obsolete hardware which would soon be retired. Estimated Network Cost ~ $358,000
Scenario 2
• Upgrading 31 small routers to Cisco 3750 models at an average cost of $10,000 each would cost about $310,000 • Upgrading the SUP2 based routers to SUP720 based systems means that the fan units, power supplies, and any other incompatible cards would also have to be upgraded. The cost for each system is estimated to average about $50,000 each. Total cost for all 16 $800,000 Estimated Network Cost ~ $1,110,000
These two scenarios bound the network hardware costs for the SNL/NM SON and SRN to support IPv6 to between $358,000 and $1,110,000.
In addition to the network hardware costs we should also consider the manpower costs to upgrade the network hardware and software, configure and test the new IPv6 capabilities, and install the new IPv6 configurations in the production networks. It is inevitable that the tasks required to upgrade the IT infrastructure to IPv6 will be a burden to the staff and strain limited resources.
Other IPv6 Costs
Other IT groups and activities will also incur costs to upgrade the IT infrastructure to IPv6. Those groups and activities include;
• Network services such as DNS and DHCP • Corporate server platforms • Network security • Cyber Enterprise Management • Network analysis and troubleshooting • NWIS
Conclusion and Recommendations
The most straight forward way of incorporating IPv6 into the SNL network environment is the so called "dual stack approach". Using the dual stack approach means that each network host, network service, and network router is configured to support both IPv4 and IPv6 simultaneously. Such a strategy leads to the least negative impact on customers or applications.
Our initial testing and literature search lead to the conclusion that there will be no identifiable migration to IPv6 as one usually thinks of timely changeovers between technologies. Rather there will be a long, maybe a decade or so, of coexistence where both IPv4 and IPv6 are present in network elements and network services as well as host systems. There may be no defining point where IPv6 "takes over" and IPv4 is turned off.
However, to prepare for this time of coexistence, SNL should mandate that all network equipment purchases be certified as IPv6 capable. Our goal should be to position SNL so that there are no additional required equipment costs to provide IPv6 capability in the network backbones.
Next Steps to Take
Define What "Support IPv6 in the Network Backbones" Means to SNL It will be necessary to consider each SNL network environment separately when we evaluate the readiness to support IPv6. We can use the following suggested definition of support for IPv6 in the backbone as a straw man for discussion purposes. 
Issues to Resolve
The following list of IPv6 issues is not claimed to be complete nor are the issues listed in order of importance. Issues to resolve include decisions that must be made but also patterns of thinking that may have to change as SNL implements IPv6 on the corporate backbones.
Address Assignment Methodology
To DHCPv6 or not! E64 addressing or not! Support Provider Dependent or Provider Independent address prefix (See ARIN IPv6 addressing policy)
Multiple Addresses per Host Interface
See IPv6 privacy RFC.
Dynamic IPv6 DNS Updates
See DNSSEC.
IPv6 Compatibility with Corporate Information Systems (NWIS)
NWIS needs additional code to handle IPv6 addressing.
Ipv6 Impact on Network Security Processes and Practices
Availability of IPv6 Capable Network Test Equipment/Trouble Shooting Support
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Initial Test Results
Testing of IPv6 capabilities has one subtle aspect that must be addressed when evaluating test results. Most all network elements and hosts will be running both the IPv4 and IPv6 protocol stacks at once, a dual stack configuration. Therefore when running tests of services such as DNS and DHCP or other applications one cannot be assured that the information is actually being transmitted using IPv6 packets. One must always check to insure that IPv6 packets are being used.
As far as Vista is concerned there is just one ping utility and it accepts either IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.
Ping works in both IPv4 and IPv6 mode; however, there are difficulties when using Windump to capture traffic. First, the Windows systems use the temporary IPv6 address by default for Ping. This address seems to change at every reboot of the system. Second, one must count on using the hardware based addresses to get some continuity between tests BUT one never knows the replying address when doing a test.
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Subsequent Ping tests have shown the power of the link-local address and the ability of IPv6 to resolve host names to addresses without the use of DNS as long as the nodes are in a local (nonrouted) network. For Example look at the following two Ping tests. From these tests it looks like the Windows XP system cannot utilize the linklocal addresses to run IPv6 apps such as ping.
Ipconfig /renew executed on both systems gets the usual set of global-scope IPv6 addresses. However, the Windows XP system cannot use the link-local addresses as a source but can still respond on that address. The reason that Windows XP does not work quire right is that the system never seems to send a neighbor solicitation message asking for neighbor information. Apparently my installation of Fedora Core 4 also does not send any solicitation messages. The only ones I see in Ethereal are from the Vista system. 
